CACS Bankruptcy Case Management

Effective bankruptcy case management is essential to strategic and outcome-driven recovery management. CGI’s CACS Enterprise—an industry-leading collections and recovery solutions suite—includes an optional bankruptcy case management module that addresses today’s key bankruptcy challenges, minimizing compliance risks and driving results.

FEATURES
CACS Bankruptcy Case Management offers extensive and innovative features that surpass what you will find in comparable systems on the market, including the following:

- Capture of debtor demographic information, as provided by the bankruptcy court
- Case definition with association to one or more accounts and to contact(s), including non-filing parties
- Treatment options to make updates and/or perform configurable actions at the case-level, case-account-level or even for just a specific contact on the account
- Enterprise-wide identification of all accounts affected by the case
- Audit support, with field-level updates written into history
- Capture of individual balances at the time of petition for potential use in proof of claim filings
- Capture of debtor and your organization’s attorney demographic information
- Capture of trustee and court demographic information for use on multiple cases
- Capture of bankruptcy plan for each account in the case (when applicable), including support for tracking amendments and modifications
- Tracking of plan payment schedules and posting of pre- and post-petition payment transactions
- Tracking of post-petition next payment due date and days past due for potential “motion for relief”
- Single platform, enabling easy deployment and end-user training

CACS ENTERPRISE
CACS Bankruptcy Case Management is part of CGI’s CACS Enterprise collections and recovery system, which supports high-volume credit processing for all consumer products. By integrating collections and recovery, whether managed in-house or through outside partners, CACS Enterprise helps you reduce credit losses, minimize expenses, build profitable customer relationships and improve your bottom-line results.

NOTE: Initial release will not completely support product-specific functions required for debtor’s principal residence secured account treatment.

BENEFITS
- Reduced manual effort
- Increased data accuracy
- Support for compliance audit process
- Improved accounting of pre-petition balances
- Single system of record for all bankruptcy information